Excerpt from “What the African Blood Brotherhood Stands For” by Cyril V. Briggs (April 1922)

[T]he Great Migration of Negro workers from the South continues. Negro workers are pouring North to escape the hellish conditions described in another part of folder and in search of higher wages and better living conditions. Shall they be tools for the employers’ Open Shop plot against Labor or will Organized Labor move to win these workers to its ranks by (1) opening the doors of the labor unions to them on terms of full equality with white workers, not in theory only but in practice; (2) eliminating all discriminatory practices, non-promotable and “dead-line” clauses, unfair legislative enactments, etc., and (3) acquainting the Negro workers with the benefits of unionism and actively bidding for their membership….

The African Blood Brotherhood is an organization of Negro workers pledged by its Constitution and Program:

To gain for Negro labor a higher rate of compensation and to prevent capitalist exploitation and oppression of the workers of the Race…

To establish a true rapprochement and fellowship within the darker races and with the truly class-conscious white workers…

The A.B.B. Seeks

To bring about co-operation between colored and white workers on the basis of their identity of interest as workers;

To educate the Negro in the benefits of unionism and to gain admission for him on terms of full equality to the unions;

To bring home to the Negro worker his class interests as a worker and to show him the real source of his exploitation and oppression;

To organize the Negro’s labor power into labor and farm organizations;

To foster the principles of consumers’ co-operatives as an aid against the high cost of living;

To oppose with counter propaganda the vicious capitalist propaganda against the Negro as a race, which is aimed to keep the workers of both races apart and thus facilitate their exploitation;

To realize a united front of Negro workers and organizations as the first step in an effective fight against oppression and exploitation;
To acquaint the civilized world with the facts about lynchings,peonage, jim-crowism, disfranchisement and other manifestations of race prejudice and mob rule.